### Daring God-talk: What Is Normal?

Can grief, mourning, and rage be helpful? Is it possible to live amidst the infinite present wrought upon us by this current pandemic?

**Day 1**

**Africa & Europe Panelists**

- **Julianna Classens**
  - An Infinite Present: Theology as Resistance amidst Pandemics

- **Tat-Siong Benny Lieu**
  - Good Grief: Mourning as Remembrance and Protest

- **Dorothea Erbele-Küster**
  - “Today I Let My Rage Be Beautiful”: Poet(h)ical Responses to Crisis in the New Normal and in the Hebrew Bible

**Date & Time**

- Fri Oct 30, 2020
- 7:00-8:30pm (Zambia time)
daring God-talk: what is normal?

How do we understand the body in the context of the pandemic? How might we speak of sacred matters in the context of Covid-19? What should we do, seeing that Covid-19 has brought the future into the present?

Africa & Europe Panelists  📅 Sat Oct 31, 2020  🕒 7:00-8:30pm (Zambia time)

Anna Kasafi Perkins

“We put off this mortal coil: The Body in COVID”

James Perkinson

“Coronavirus Cacophony: When the Dwarf Rebukes the Giants”

Miguel Algranti

“Pandemos”
daring God-talk: what is normal?

With social distancing measures in place, how do we deal with our differences? What might a post Covid-19 society and church look like?

**Day 3**

Africa & Europe Panelists  
Sun Nov 1, 2020  
7:00-8:30pm (Zambia time)

**WANDA DEIFELT**

- Covid-19 Solidarity
- Assurance: Reality, Faith and Action

**TINYIKO MALULEKE**

- Giving the Earth a Rest: Preparing for a Post-Covid Future